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The 
Disclaimers

Moral & Ethical 
Considerations

Composition v. 
Creative Writing

No long-term research



LLMs, AI, and the 
Current Composition 
Situation



My Pedagogical 
Principles
• Transparency
• Equity
• Critical Thinking & Reflection
• Scaffolded Learning
• Relevant Assignments



Transparency

The Class Policy 

Clarity in Assignment 
Instructions

Disclosure Statements







Transparency in Assignment Instructions



Transparency in 
Responses



Equity

Entering the Conversation

Modeling

Editing



Students can use AI to help them understand the terms and language of the 
genre.



Students can use AI 
to understand 
structure and 
support.



Students can use AI to develop relevant and 
appropriate writing prompts.

As you've probably figured out by the topics for essay 1, you'll be writing about food  
based issues with essay 2 and 3 as well.  For essay 2, you should develop an argument 
based on the ideas that interested you in the essays you were assigned to read.
Here are some suggestions to get you started:
• Develop an argument about the relationship between food and a specific culture.
• Explain how restaurants define a neighborhood (use specifics).
• Choose a food topic that is considered taboo and explain why it should be discussed.
• Explain how food is part of a specific religion or how a religion affected food.
• What role does commerce have in pushing certain foods on us?
• These are just some ideas.  Your choice is up to, so take a look at the essays I've 

provided and use them as inspiration.





Draft Comparisons



Students can use AI to see samples of what they’re expected to do 
AND to evaluate those samples.



Critical 
Thinking & 
Reflection

Evaluation 

Reflection

Self-Sufficiency



Students can use AI to  evaluate their work.  Then, instructors can ask them to evaluate the experience.



Ask students to think critically about what the AI produces/ “question authority”



When asked about the role of women in Gilgamesh, Chat GPT gives this response. Your job in this 

assignment is to prove Chat GPT wrong - or at least biased.  For each of the characters listed, give a 

revised interpretation for how these women and their interactions show that women in this story are 

actually being rewritten as minor characters in what was once a matriarchal society.  Unlike Chat GPT, 

you'll need to use specific examples from the text to support your claims.  You may also use the following 2 

articles to prove your point.  (This assignment will work well for students who like argument and debate and 
who feel comfortable exploring new technologies.)

■ Hodges, Kate, Warriors, Witches, Women: Mythology's Fiercest Females, White Lion, 2020, pp 

203-207.

■ Sonik, Karen, "Rethinking Women as Minor Characters in the Epic of Gilgamesh," Journal of 
the American Oriental Society, vol. 141, issue, 4, 01 October 2021, pp. 779-802.

■ For this essay, you may not use Chat GPT other than the response I gave you.  Remember 

that your job is to argue against the AI! Failure to disclose LLM usage will result in a 0 for the 

assignment. 

https://gastate.view.usg.edu/content/enforced2/2886519-CO.090.0004.ENGL2110.90029.20242/Discussion%20Projects/Chat%20GPT%20Response%20Generated%2019%20August%202021.pdf?_&d2lSessionVal=TRhTeBnIiM9DpiY4O8fLE6HoU&ou=2886519
https://gastate.view.usg.edu/content/enforced2/2886519-CO.090.0004.ENGL2110.90029.20242/Discussion%20Projects/KateHodges_2020_INANNAMesopotamianGod_WarriorsWitchesWomenM.pdf?_&d2lSessionVal=TRhTeBnIiM9DpiY4O8fLE6HoU&ou=2886519
https://gastate.view.usg.edu/content/enforced2/2886519-CO.090.0004.ENGL2110.90029.20242/Discussion%20Projects/KateHodges_2020_INANNAMesopotamianGod_WarriorsWitchesWomenM.pdf?_&d2lSessionVal=TRhTeBnIiM9DpiY4O8fLE6HoU&ou=2886519
https://gastate.view.usg.edu/content/enforced2/2886519-CO.090.0004.ENGL2110.90029.20242/Discussion%20Projects/Women%20in%20Gilgamesh.pdf?_&d2lSessionVal=TRhTeBnIiM9DpiY4O8fLE6HoU&ou=2886519
https://gastate.view.usg.edu/content/enforced2/2886519-CO.090.0004.ENGL2110.90029.20242/Discussion%20Projects/Women%20in%20Gilgamesh.pdf?_&d2lSessionVal=TRhTeBnIiM9DpiY4O8fLE6HoU&ou=2886519








Create custom 
reflection 
questions that ask 
students to think 
about how their 
use of AI affected 
their work.



Task them with things the AI 
can’t do (yet).



Relevant Assignments

• Am I creating timely assignments, rather that relying on what 
I’ve used in the past?

• Am I teaching them how to use this tool beyond my class?



Require students to use recent sources (post 
2021).



Give them AI skills to take beyond your 
class.
You are a copy editor. You are tasked with 
improving the punctuation and grammar of the 
follow writing sample with nominal changes in 
wording. When you make corrections, also provide 
a full list of the changes you have made to the 
essay.


